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The Percival Effect
Correlations, Causes and Dis-proofs
Every morning just before dawn our rooster crows and soon afterwards the sun comes up. We
have observed no exceptions over three months - clear evidence of perfect correlation.
Therefore we have concluded that the crowing rooster causes the sun to rise.
My wife Flora (who believes that the Cooee birds bring the rain) said: “I knew that ages ago Professor Percival told me.”
So I consulted Professor Percival, our neighbour. He is Professor Emeritus in the “Science in
Society” Department at Top-Line University. He specialises in the effect of sound waves on
atmospheric transmissivity. He says that some roosters produce sound waves of just the right
frequency to affect the dawn visibility through the thick morning atmosphere. He has written palreviewed papers on the subject which has been named “The Percival Effect”. In all the hallowed
halls, it is regarded as “settled science”.

Cartoon credit: http://stevehunterillustrations.com.au/political-cartoons/
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However, we decided that our rooster was not doing his day job, so he ended up as roast dinner
last night.
Flora was very concerned – “what if the sun does not appear at all tomorrow?” she wailed.
But the sun rose as normal.
Flora was relieved but a concerned Professor Percival went off to check his calculations “for
feedback loops”. He is still checking.
One thing was proved conclusively in just one day – the rooster’s crowing does not make the
sun appear. Something else causes the sun to rise. Our ninety-two correlations did not prove
causation. But just one disproof was needed to kill the Percival Effect.
So it is with the Greenhouse Effect. For about 20 years now, carbon dioxide levels have risen
steadily but global temperatures are trending level. Therefore CO2 does not control global
temperature.
One disproof is all that is needed.
“No amount of experimentation can ever prove me right; a single experiment can prove me wrong.”
Albert Einstein

(Disclosure: Big Rooster has not funded any of this research.)
Read More:
“The claim that increased carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere is causing "global warming" . . has no more scientific foundation
than the bloodletting of past generations:”
http://news.heartland.org/newspaper-article/2007/05/01/carbon-dioxide-levels-are-blessing-not-problem

Acknowledgement: I am indebted to the late Bert Kelly, MP, for introducing me to “Farmer Fred” many years ago. Bert was a
Liberal MP from South Australia, who became famous for his regular media articles by “Modest Member”. Bert was one of the most
sensible men to ever be elected to Parliament, and one of the founders of “The Dries” so naturally did not advance far in Parliament.
Some of his history can be found here: http://bertkelly.org.au/
Here is the first Modest Member column, from 1969, where Bert introduces his main characters including Fred the farmer:
http://economics.org.au/2011/04/first-modest-member-bert-kelly-afr-column/
Viv Forbes
30 July 2015

Recycling Burps and Farts
Yesterday morning, before the frost had left the grass, I was sitting quietly beside my
fashionably-green wood-burning heater reading the latest explanation in “The Green Gospel” on
why the Arctic ice had not yet melted.
Suddenly Flora burst into the room like an Arctic Blizzard with a look on her face that said I was
in big trouble.
“Did you tell that awful Professor Percival he could cut holes in Maria’s belly and leave her with
a bum bag and a rubber sausage strapped to her back?”
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Can’t believe this is happening? See the sheep torture paddock:
http://www.scienceimage.csiro.au/tag/sheep/i/1898/testing-sheep-for-methane-production/10 )
And see here where a whole team of apprentice professors are also torturing cows:
http://www.smh.com.au/victoria/diet-change-cuts-methane-emissions-in-cow-burps-20150804-girf6l.html

“It’s all right dear” I explained patiently, “The Prof has a new job researching how to stop sheep
from adding carbon compounds to the atmosphere.” (Which means, translated crudely - “how to
stop sheep from burping and farting”.)
“Well tell him to torture that awful Dorper ram that butts me, not my darling Maria. Where are
those animal cruelty people when I need them”?
The Prof had coached me on the settled-science story which I now relayed confidently to Flora:
“Sheep and cows release lots of carbon-rich gases from both ends. The science says this will
affect the atmosphere, heat up the globe, melt the ice caps and we will all drown.”
“He is being paid big bucks to postpone that watery judgement day.”
Fred McNally, my crusty old neighbour on the other side, was not impressed with the Prof’s
reasoning.
“Surely even a dopey hobby farmer like Percival understands the carbon cycle? Every sheep
has two inlet pipes - one for food and water, one for air. And it has three exhaust pipes for
wastes - liquid, solids and gases. Sheep cannot manufacture carbon. Every atom of carbon
coming out of a sheep’s exhaust pipes must have come in via that sheep’s feed pipes. And
every atom of carbon in the sheep feed must come from the grass which gets it from . . . the
atmosphere.”

Cartoon credit: http://stevehunterillustrations.com.au/political-cartoons/
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“Sheep live on recycled burps, belches and farts. Along the way, lots of carbon is tied up in
woolly jumpers and in the bodies of sheep, lambs, dingos and hungry humans.”
“Why pick on a non-problem like sheep? Wild dogs have already eaten half of Australia’s flock we need a predator among the plague of clueless Professors.”
“Can’t the silly old fart see that all sheep are green?”
In the sanctimonious cant of those who preach the green religion, sheep (and cattle) should be
hailed as “carbon neutral”.
See the carbon-neutral cows: http://carbon-sense.com/2015/08/05/methane-cow/
And: http://carbon-sense.com/2008/04/06/all-cows-are-green/
Disclosure: The author does raise sheep and cattle on natural pasture, and “Maria” the pet ewe does exist.
More Background Reading:
Boffins breeding burp-less-sheep in Australia?:
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/archive/news/burp-less-sheep-to-be-bred-in-australia/story-e6frf7l6-1225820519155
The Dogs that ate Australia’s sheep:
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/backgroundbriefing/2013-05-19/4691596
Viv Forbes
5 August 2015

Keep Them Airborne, All the Time
- they will do Less Harm
Yesterday Flora went down the road for a chat with our deep-green neighbour, Professor
Percival. She hoped this would earn green points for her in the Leafy-green Ladies Circle.
She came back agog: “Our Professor is flying business class to Canberra hoping to get on the
climate cavalcade going to a classy conference in Paris soon. He says they have this important
job to prepare the secret first draft of a new international treaty to save the world from your
wicked coal-mining mates.”
I said they should put them all to work underground.
Later, I had a whinge about such travel rorts to our sensible neighbour, Fred McNally.
But Fred had a totally different view.
“It was not a bunch of airborne academics who concocted the Kyoto land grab that stopped me
from feeding mulga to starving sheep – it was climate industry busybodies at their desks. Better
if the whole green industry is kept in the air flying, or sipping champagne in Paris, rather than
modelling carbon ration plans for us, or tramping over every proposed development site looking
for skinks, toads and butterflies.”
“We should keep the whole lot in the air, all the time – it would cost the country a lot less.”
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Viv Forbes
11/8/15

Restoring a Sense of Perspective
- we need to increase Carbon Dioxide Emissions
We all want more jobs for our kids, but
– every real job created (except finger painting) will create more use of carbon fuels.
We want to see more infrastructure being built, but
- no infrastructure can be built without using more coking coal, diesel and petrol.
We need to have some ability to refine motor fuels in Australia, but
- no refinery can operate without emitting carbon dioxide.
We spend money advertising for more tourists, but
– not a single tourist can move anywhere (to beaches, or resorts, or games, or Expos) without
generating more carbon dioxide.
And finally, not a single wind turbine can be manufactured, transported or erected without using
diesel to mine the raw materials, coking coal to smelt the metals, limestone (a carbonate) for
concrete, diesel for transport and construction, and gas or coal for backup electricity.
All this and much more means that a prosperous Australia requires an increase in carbon
dioxide emissions, not a foolish plan supported by all parties in our Parliament to CUT
emissions and prosperity.
See:
http://cecaust.com.au/main.asp?sub=releases&id=2011_08_05_Carbon_Footprint.html
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The Hottest Afternoon EVAAH!!
Who Writes Climate History? Temperature Tampering increases.
There is an air of desperation among globalist greens seeking to put western nations in carbon
chains in Paris in December. Led by the UN, Obama and the Pope all the climate alarm sirens
are being sounded. Desperate to lay the foundations for an unelected world government funded
by world carbon taxes and levies, not a day goes by without some mercenary university or
government media shrieking a new alarm for some industry, area or group. Rewriting of climate
history has become endemic. Have a look at these reports:
Fudging figures to produce monthly heat records:
http://realclimatescience.com/2015/08/one-climate-prediction-that-came-true/
Hottest July in 4000 years? No just since 2014:
http://joannenova.com.au/2015/08/hottest-july-in-4000-years-not-even-the-hottest-july-since-2014-according-to-satellites/

However, while POTUS, the Pope, the UN and the BBC dream of creating in Paris a world
empire funded by carbon taxes on the developed world, real people are looking elsewhere:
•

North Americans, Koreans and Taiwanese watch fearfully as Russian/Chinese navies
conduct an exercise in the Pacific.

•

Europeans are apprehensive about the crashing stock market, unemployment and the
high cost of defending the Euro-Reich.

•

The British people face a refugee invasion and yet another bleak winter with marginal
supplies of high-cost unreliable green energy.

•

Australians contemplate the future for their kids as heavy industry disappears, mining
expansion ceases and the Chinese powerhouse falters.

•

Canadians wonder what in the world is going on, south of the border.

•

The Japanese wonder how their politicians will power industry without nuclear or coal.

•

The Middle East does not care a fig about climate as long as whatever happens in Paris
crushes their big competitors - coal and shale gas.

•

Big gas wants plenty of intermittent green energy needing back up, as long as the
carbon taxes only apply to coal.

•

Big Nuclear is keeping quiet but hoping coal gets severely hobbled.

So most delegates who attend the last supper in Paris will do anything to harm their competitors
and help themselves. Some still dream of the world carbon empire but we must make sure they
do not sneak something toxic into their verbiage. The UN is looking to harvest trillions of dollars
from their climate scam.
Australia’s delegate to Paris appears to be Julie Bishop (who cannot be trusted on climate alarm
matters). We must make sure Julie gets this message:
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“Sign No binding Agreement in Paris
and put a ‘Get Out’ clause on anything agreed”.
Viv Forbes
24/8/15
Disclosure:
Viv Forbes has spent many years working in the mining, exploration, coal, oil, gas and cattle industries of Australia as well as in
government service. He is a non-executive director and minor shareholder of a small Australian coal exploration company, but he
and his wife spend most of their time and energy raising meat sheep and beef cattle on natural grasslands. He was the founder of
the Carbon Sense Coalition, which receives no funding, encouragement or direction from Big Government, Big Coal, Big Oil or Big
Green.

“Carbon Sense” is an independent newsletter produced for the Carbon Sense Coalition, an Australian based
organisation which opposes waste of resources, opposes pollution, and promotes the rational use of all energy
resources including carbon energy.
Literary, financial or other contributions to help our cause are welcomed.
We get no government grants and unlike many of our opponents, we do not pose as a charity and in fact pay
GST and income tax on our operations. We live on subscriptions alone.
For more information visit our web site at www.carbon-sense.com
If you would like to keep Carbon Sense operating, send subscriptions to
Carbon Sense Pty Ltd, by post to the address below, or direct deposit to:
Acct No: 553 077 331
BSB: 334-040
Please spread “Carbon Sense” around.
Authorised by: Viv Forbes, Chairman, MS 23, Rosewood Qld 4340 Australia. Phone 0754 640 533
To Unsubscribe send a reply with “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
Please make sure we are an allowed sender (“white listed”) or your spam checker will stop us and you may
never know. Please let us know when you change your email address or if you have not heard from us in
ages.
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